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Feature

'Inclusive Education'- the call of the day.
“Ma'am, my daughter is 4 years old now. She
hardly shows interest in playing with us or
any other kid of her age. She does not look at
us when we are trying to talk with her nor
does she tell us what she wants. It is very
difficult for us to know even when she is
hungry because she would never approach
anyone for that matter. Off late she seems to
have engrossed herself with peculiar actions
like clapping hands repeatedly, staring at the
walls for hours and she often covers her ears
when exposed to loud music or even when
she hears a car passing by. She hardly
shows interest when we try to teach her
alphabets or show her story books. She
would sit with her favourite toy and not let it
go easily. She hates sharing. Only thing she
is seen enjoying the most is watching videos
of her favourite Rhyme songs and she would
insist on playing it repeatedly. And that's
when she would look at us and tell us 'Again'
or sometimes would just point at the screen
to play the song once again. She loves being
on her own most of the time and would
sometimes laugh or cry inappropriately when
it becomes difficult to understand of what she
exactly wants at that moment. We are very
worried because she is 4 years old and all the
schools we have been to,are refusing to take
her. They say that my child is not ready to go
to a normal school and we should take her to
special institutes for treatment. Ma'am we
are lost as parents and are very
apprehensive about our child's future”.
This is only one of such instances we mental
health professionals face at our therapy
sessions on a daily basis. This particular
child was diagnosed with Autism Spectrum
Disorder and she was not accepted in a
regular school because of her special needs.
Now, this is the scenario with many other
children with any other special needs in
India, be it Mental quality Retardation,
C e r e b r a l P a l s y, m a j o r o r m i n o r
developmental delays or any physical
disability.
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Nikita Hazarika, a
Psychologist by
profession. I have done my
Bachelors in Psychology ,
Literature and Media from
Jyoti Nivas College,
Bengaluru and M.sc.,
Nikita Hazarika
in Clinical Psychology at
C h r i s t U n i v e r s i t y, B a n g a l o r e .
I have been working with
children with Autism and other
developmental delays at Stepping
stones center, Marathahalli. Presently
preparing for entrances, for M.phil., in
clinical Psychology in various hospitals.
I am originally from Guwahati, Assam.
Apart from serving the mental health
profession for a while now, I am also a
passionate dancer, writer and singer.
Retardation, Cerebral Palsy, Major or minor
developmental delays or any physical
disability.
In recent years we have seen India as an
emerging 'Educational Hub' in the world. It is
fast progressing in terms of infrastructure,
constant course revisions, upgradation of
various policies, blooming of various
integrated courses, registration of various
institutes under government bodies and
what not. With the evergreen issue of
population explosion, we have seen the
mushrooming growth of various educational
institutes in every nook and corner of the
country. It actually throws light upon the fact,
that people are becoming more aware about
the need for education and that they are
seen embracing it whole heartedly.
The Right of Children to Free and
Compulsory Education (RTE) Act, 2009,
represents the consequential legislation
envisaged under Article 21-A, that grants
every child the right to full time elementary
education of satisfactory and equitable in a
2
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formal school which satisfies certain
essential norms and standards. Even, the
Indian 'Equal Opportunities and Rights of
Persons with Disabilities ACT' 1995, rule 26,
speak about the' education of children with
disabilities up to the age of 18 years in an
appropriate environment'.But how far have
we been able to cater to these needs, in
real?!
Though the education system beholds great
importance in the Indian society and it works
onimproving it both quantitatively and
qualitatively, a very important question arises
here. Of how are we allocating the resources
of education in the society and to whom? Is it
reachable to all children? Or are we confiding
education to only the abled population in the
country?! Despite of so many amendments
and policies beingraised for the betterment of
the 'Specially abled', are the institutes truly
adhering to the norms? And most
importantly, are they self-sufficient enough to
welcome children with such challenging
needs?!
India has moved from total segregation like
special schools to integrated education in
some areas of the country, but most of the
schools are still lagging behind in embracing
such policies. The 'Integrated Education of
Disabled Children' which started in the
1980's was designed on the experience of a
pilot study conducted by the UNICEF was to
be implemented with grants from the
government of India under the Ministry of
Human Resource Development. But this
project landed up under the management of
the NGO sector in India, with minimal to no
funds from the government sector at all. This
project had aimed to enhance teaching with
one special educator to 8 children with
special needs but it has failed to be
implemented on a larger scale. Research
shows that only 2% of all children with
disabilities acquire education in Karnataka
and about 1% of these children are enrolledin
special schools and the balance 1% are in
the integrated education system. So, how far
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is our education system justifying the very
'Right to education' to every child in the
country?!
Autism, being one of the most prevalent
developmental disorders in the country, with
almost 10 million children suffering from it
alone, where 1 out of 66 children are
suffering from the same and only half a
fraction of these children are allowed to
regular schooling every year. Hence, how far
have we succeeded in providing education
to these special children?! As per, Applied
Behaviour Analysis (ABA), a specific form of
psychotherapy used for children with Autism,
every autistic child in a regular school is
supposed to be guided by a 'Shadow
teacher' who would enable the child to
perform or interact with other children in
school. ABA also believes that if an autistic
child is allowed in a regular school, the child
is facilitated with social interaction with peers
(which is the primary disability in Autism in
general) and even the other children learn to
empathize with these kids and they
collectively move forward. But how have we
implemented such interventions to the
elementary education system in India?!
Being a Psychologist, I am aware about the
crucial years of early development which is
between 1-5 years of age. In these early
years the child develops social imitation
skills, language, visual perception and many
other psychological skills required for
healthy development which in order is learnt
from in and around the environment. As
children with special needs are already born
with difficulties in faster acquisition of these
skills, it is a primary necessity for them to be
exposed to more socio-friendly
environments and schooling is one of them.
As a minute spectator, I have observed few
concerns which we have undermined in our
education system. Firstly, I feel there is a
huge necessity of awareness to conducted
in elementary schools about developmental
disorders and other special needs because
most of the developmental delays in children
3
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are diagnosed only while attending elementary
schools. Secondly, though there are a lot of
Psychologists in the country, but very few deals
with children specifically. This is because of the
lack of vacancies or posts in educational
institutes where they have not implemented
integrated form of education at all. Thirdly, the
government of India rarely identifies with
disorders like Autism as a clinically impairing
disorder for which they fail to grant funds to
implement any intervention for the same. This
has again transferred the vital policies of
education to be implemented only by the NGO's
and not the government. Fourthly, the inability of
earlier diagnosis of such disorders with special
needs have delayed the intervention process
altogether.
I feel, there is an urgency of taking the call to
eradicate such issues in the country. 'Inclusive
education' is one of the many ways we can
preserve holistic education for every child in
India. It will not only help a particular sect of the
society but it will initiate compassion,
productivity, empathy and unity among the
children. This would help parents and other
people of the nation become adequately aware
about mental health and other physical disability
and in return it would erase 'stigma' and
'stereotypes' to a great extent. It will diminish
'discrimination' from the grass root level of
education. It will also encourage many
Psychologists, Special educators and trainers to
join hands with these schools in order to
facilitate quality education based on equity.
Inclusive education would also encourage the
government to engage in funding and laying
concrete schemes for schools to accommodate
proper infrastructure and resources needed to
cater such special needs. Making assessments
for developmental delays a mandatory process
during admission itself might help the schools to
pre-plan a structure required to have a special
child in a classroom setting.

They would provide more extensive help in
the form of specialized interventions and
therapies to serve the special needs. They
in order would be required to conduct
outreach programmes to educate parents,
families and also teach them the various
methods to facilitate the needs of these
special children in a regular environment.
Basically, they would act as a building
bridge between regular schooling with
some support of special needs training.
Altogether, Inclusion in the education
sector, especially in the elementary
schools would benefit parenting skills,
enhance better training for special needs,
facilitate a friendly environment for the
development of every child by erasing
discrimination and stigma and enable the
society to become more sensitive over
issues of mental health and any other form
of disability. This is order would help our
country to progress in a fruitful manner by
preserving humanity to a greater extent.

However, Inclusive education does not rule out
the role of special schools or institutes. They
would also be required to cater to the needs of
the children with chronic or profound difficulties.
www.pfla.in
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Helpful School Counselor
............
The scope of Educational counselor is really
increasing by the day. There is a dire need to
introduce counseling setup at the school
level to develop children holistically. Children
today find themselves dealing with much
more complex situations than a couple of
decades ago and educators should be
aware that much can be done to help
children within the school environment.
The most common problems lie in the areas
of academic, emotional and behavioural
issues. Such behavioural problems include
aggressiveness, temper tantrums, lying,
stealing, and running away from home, low
self esteem…. The school counselor helps
students to learn to be good citizen by
teaching them how to interpret events taking
place around them, solve problems and take
good decisions.
She also provides
conditions to facilitate voluntary change to
bring about self realization through Self
awareness, positive interactions, role play,
play therapies.
In the current fast paced world, children
through life experiences which may lead
to fear, nervousness, distress, failures,
anger, sadness, rejections,
disappointments, mal-adjustments which
may lead to high risk behavior patters like
alcohol, drugs, smoking to numb emotional
pain. It is common knowledge that kids learn
coping skills (good and poor) from observing
how their parents, peers and even teachers
c o p e w i t h d i f f i c u l t y, s t r e s s a n d
disappointment.
Unfortunately in our society children watch
adults mostly in tension, hurt which is a
sign of weakness and apparently becomes
difficult to guide children. School is a
familiar place
for
learning about
themselves along with academic subjects.
Counselor helps children acquire coping
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Nalina Murthy is a qualified
counselor and a Facilitator
with a Passion to work with
students and Teaching
Community. She is the Lead
Trainer & Coach, spear-heading
the ITTC Program at PFLA.
Nalina Murthy
She has MS Degree in
Counseling and Psychotherapy from Kuvempu
University in association with Manasa Educational
Foundation for Mental Health. She is a Science
Graduate from Bengaluru University and has
been certified ANTHROPOSOPHY & WALDORF
EDUCATION at Bangalore Steiner School Trust.
Has over 15 years of professional experience
working in India and abroad in the area of Public
relations, Education, Training and Counseling.
Has personally trained over 5000 people that
include Teachers, students in School and
Colleges.

skills, allow them to develop and practice
skills which will enable them manage
current and future challenges. These are
self-management tools that help build
resilience and can help decrease
disciplinary problem behavior. These skills
help to strengthen mental health and well
being. Some of the coping strategies
counselors teach children are muscle
relaxation techniques, breathing
techniques, positive affirmations, pursue
hobbies, activity based learning, guided
visualization, asking for help, being
assertive, talking to friends, demonstrate
and model through which they manage
themselves more effectively. Having a
school counselor means you don't have to
face difficult school problems alone.
Guidance is one of the duties of an effective
counselor. She guides students to make
wise choices when faced with various
alternatives. It may be career choices,
vocational guidance.
Your school counselor is available for you
and wants to make
your school
experience the best.
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Emotional Empowerment & Classroom Management
Emotions play a vital role in a life of human
beings. Emotional empowerment leads to
effective interpersonalrelations & goals
accomplishment. Especially when it comes
about teachers they have to take care of
their emotional regulation while dealing with
lot of troublesome behaviors of students.
Dr.Robert Marzano says its important for
teachers to have “emotional objectivity”
while dealing with students it can be
achieved through a proper mindset.
When teachers are handling troublesome
behaviors of students anger is the emotion
generated which causes them to react
instead of respond & they become
less responsible & commit more mistakes.
Some tools of rational emotive therapy &
behavior therapy for teachers for effectiveness & classroom management are as
follows:
A)To have an internal locus of control

Many people believe that what others say &
do & what happens to them make them feel
the way they do.
E.g. After repeated warning to the students
for desirable behaviors if they do not listen
to teacher she thinks that this misbehavior
makes me angry & these students deserves
more punishment.
Instead of it if she chooses to think rather
than misbehavior my thinking towards it is
making me angry.
I can change my attitude & think about the
different alternatives which will lead them to
desirable behaviors when teachers has
internal locus of control her attitude towards
various behavioral issues could be different
& which will be helpful for an effective class
room management.
B)Unconditional Self & other acceptance
Let the students know that you have
unconditional others acceptance & teach
them encourage them to have unconditional
self-acceptance.E.g. In classrooms few
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Mrs. Dipti Panhalkar is a
Psychologist, Trainer
and Entrepreneur. She
has worked as a lecturer
with few Institutes of
Dipti
Business Management
Panhalkar
& a visiting faculty in leading Management
Institutes in Pune. She is a passionate
motivational speaker & has inspired
thousands of students in leading
management institutes. She has touched the
several issues & counselled more than two
hundred clients through mind spa..
Some of her achievements:
Prizes in various personality contests
and a Winner of Mrs. Pune
( B e a u t y C o n t e s t , 2 0 11 )
·Write ups on topics like parenting,
Self –Growth & inspirational stories in
Maharashtra Times, Articles on Psychology,
Self-esteem, Interpersonal effectiveness
etc in Sakal

students display bullying behaviors; actually
the students bully others have deeply rooted
inferiority complex due to their backround
class or language skills & they try to
overcome the lack through bullying others.
If we could teach them unconditional
self-acceptance then it becomes easy for
them to accept themselves with their
misbehaviors & the way they are.
c) After self acceptance teachers can
create the insight of their behavioral impact
on others through role play situations.
By watching it they will lead themselves to
desirable behavior where teachers
act as a facilitator.
D) Rewarding desirable behaviors.
Here when the students display desirable
behaviors rewarding them immediately is
important to reinforce those behavior
patterns e.g It could be verbal appreciation
in front of whole class or just a simple pat
on a back etc.
63
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E) Techniques of emotional Regulation
Teachers can teach the students various
techniques of expressing emotions & how
to avoid emotional outbursts. we can not
remove the negative emotions from our life
but can reduce the frequency, duration &
intensity of the negative emotion. How to
change the meaning or interpretation of
the stressful incidents& manage distressing
feelings.

So far we discussed the tools like
Self-acceptance, Internal focus of control,
reward etc which are helpful for teachers
effectiveness & emotional empowerment
as well as for effective classroom
management.

Launching September, 2016
An Award winning Academy

EMPOWERED TEACHER
ITTC ADVANCED CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
FOR IN-SERVICE TEACHERS
Program objective:
The objective of the program is to help enhance the subject knowledge of in-Service Teachers and
to enhance their skills in adopting Innovative methodologies of teaching so that they reach out to
students in a more meaningful way of what they teach in Classrooms.
Teacher Today:
These are exciting times for teachers. New and modern technologies and innovative approaches
to teaching and learning has opened up astonishing possibilities for educators today. But at the
same time teachers in India face many challenges, astheir counter parts of the past. The
expectations are skyrocketed and the real challenge for Teachers is to put themselves on a
Continuous learning and updatethemselves to meet the expectations.
The module – Empowered Teacher encourages teachers to see themselves as reflective professionals,
questions some of the old beliefs and methods and pushes teachers to takethe learner's stance, making
them more ready to face the challenges of educating in modern day classrooms.
Who Should Attend?
This program is open to all the In-Service Teachers from Grade I to Grade X
Teachers teaching at Pre-Schools wanting to elevate themselves to Primary, Middle and High Schools.
PROGRAM DESIGN AND DURATION:

Duration 6 months
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

Graduation / PG in any discipline with a minimum of 1year teaching experience
Contact Details:

For details please click

No. 34, II floor, BTM II Stage, Bangalore –560 076
Tel: +91 9902570561 / 080-41474941
www.pfhrcgroup.com Email: info@pfla.in

FB: https://www.facebook.com/pfla.in
Education Partners
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The Holistic Approach for Child Development
We all would love to see our kids emerging as
winners; it's not only in examinations or
competition but also in every aspect of life. We as
parents have tons of expectations from our kids,
and if not even single one is met we feel
frustrated. Are these small kids are to be blamed
for their failure! No, it's we as parents fail, when
our kids fail. So, it's crucial that we change our
own thought process before having expectations
from our kids.
In this let's explore the ways by which we can
change our way of looking at success.
1. Compete with your previous performance:
The competition should not with other's it should
with yourself. Compete with your last benchmark.
It is quite possible that your last benchmark was
in average range, so what now you have to
compete for good and best score ranges. Same
goes for the top scorers.
The focus should be to improve the weakness
within us and not thinking at what is best in
others!
2. Let's learn together:
We live in a myth that our kid is given homework,
it is given to us, and we have to take
responsibility of taking out time to make them
understand the concept, then complete the
homework. Yes, we have opted for alternatives
in form of group teachings and tutors at home,
but at the same time, we should keep track of
the progress. Be in touch with tutors and teachers.
Important is to understand the concept and not
mere completion of two pages of homework!
3. Appreciate them for their trials:
So what if they lose, but atleast they have made
an attempt. We should encourage them to make
attempts. You should teach them to be happy
losers as well. This will develop competitive
spirits in them.
Results are not as important as participation is!
4.In sync with teachers:
It is crucial that you be in touch with teachers as
what kind of grooming is given them in school
has a huge impact on kids, therefore our home
teachings should go in sync with that. There are
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Nidhi possesses a MBA
(Healthcare) degree from
India's premier healthcare
institute - IHMR - Jaipur.
She has authored 6 books
. MBA Healthcare students
for
Nidhi
for esteemed Indian University. She was
interviewed by a popular expat website
under the column " Indian expat living in
Indonesia" and her story of success was
featured in "Be a bestseller" an online
website for authors.
Nidhi is a strategic Content Curator and
Website design consultant. Some of her
best piece of work got published with
1. TOI - The leading newspaper of India.
2. Medmonthly-US healthcare Magazine.
3. Healthcare Radius Magazine.
Being a mommy of two lovely daughters
she still have hunger to do more.
possibilities that kid performs well in school
but not at home andvice-versa. By regular
interaction we can understand the cause for
the same.
Teachers and parents have equal weightage
in child's overall development and growth!
5. Know your kid's potential: Your kid may
be exceptionally well in music, and your family
may have been of academicians and scholars,
yet let your child follow his passion. Do not
force him to appear for competitive
examinations. The child
will lose his
confidence and will not perform well in
anything.
Discouragement and criticism can prove to be
havoc in your child's over all development!
6. Be their partners in crime: Your child
may wish to play or do naughty acts let them
do so. You should also play with them; this
will give great boost to your kids. They will
always consider you their best pal. In case
your kids are playing in park, you can go and
watch them playing. You may join them in
their play, if kids allow you to do so.
8
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Don't ignore your child if he is playing, always go
and play or sit with them!
7. Have family time daily: Make sure to stick
to the family time. And you should laugh and
have fun time, don't force on sharing what you
did and what you don't. Make that time a good
memorable time for each other to love, enjoy
and relax as a family. This will encourage them
to share every aspect of their life with you, not
during family time, but in private, they will come
and seek your advice.
Families can only be bonded with love,
laughter and fun!

8. Learn to accept: When you accept your
kids as they are, they will also learn to
accept their short comings. Once they
accept, they will be happy to overcome that.

But they can't do it alone you have tobe
with them at every step. Sometimes, it's
once the acceptance from parents that
child is looking for and if you accept
them, despite of all odds, when will
improve for sure. Acceptance is the first
step towards learning!Let's make a new
beginning, where in we don't blame
schools or teachers for our child's
failure. Rather work in collaboration
with them. Learn to spend good time
with kids. And give them all the love
and encouragement without thinking of
the kids love. Love only shines when it
is unconditional

SMART STUDY PLAN, TIME MANAGEMENT

GOAL SETTING & CAREER COACHING
SESSION FOR IX, X, XI & XII Std Students
is now available online.

Please connect with us for further details
Mob: 9901938792 / 9538119370
E-mail: info@pfla.in/www.pfla.in
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Anger, one letter away from danger!
I was taking a session on this topic for
teenagers. When I told them that we are
going to discuss about anger, they all got
very excited and started sharing their
experiences with anger, like we usually do
in the beginning of the session.
One boy shared how he cannot control his
anger and how he gets mad because his
siblings trouble him. Then there was a girl
who said that she gets angry because her
mother nags her. The list went on, on why
these kids get angry - irritating siblings,
nagging parents, strict teachers, teasing
friends,
boring life, busy life, lack of
opportunities and so on.
Then I asked them what do they do when
they get angry? Some said, they hit the
person making them angry, some said they
cry, some
scream, some throw things
around, some slam doors, some listen to
loud music, some shout, other lock
themselves out etc.
Then I asked them did this help them get
rid of anger? At this question they looked
at each other and most of them said, no, in
fact they got in more trouble for how they
reacted.
This happens to all of us because we have
not fully understood the 'anger energy'. And
because of this, we think too much about
it, and at times attach negativity and guilt
to our behaviour. Let us see what I mean
by all o f this. Let me first define what anger is.
In my opinion , anger is just a form of
emotional energy. It Is how we use it
makes it good or bad.
So the idea is to
learn how to channelise this energy. Let us
understand this with an example - nuclear
energy can be used to draw electricity or to
create bombs. Energy in itself is not good or
bad, but how we use it makes it good or bad.
Let us look at 'anger' energy now, We can
use it to throw things around, or shout or
scream, or it can be dissipated by a work
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Vaishali Nitturkar

out at the gym, lock ourselves in a round
of dance, finish off an unfinished task, which
was waiting as we did not have energy left
after school work!
We get angry because of three things:
1. People around us
2. Happenings or situations in our life
3.Our internal conflicts and frustrations

1.People around us: When others make us
angry and they are ignorant of it, the best
way to deal with it is to 'talk it out'. Many
times, people around us do not realise that
they are troubling us. Many a time simply
bringing it to their attention solves the issue.
When others deliberately make us angry,
then the first suggestion does not work.
But, by becoming angry we are actually
helping their objective by playing into their
plan. So here the best thing to do is to
ignore such people and find a way to distract
our mind to something more meaningful.
Most of the times, these people then find
others to play their games on and leave you
alone.
10
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Example: Your mom hugs you in front of your
friends or calls you by a pet name in public
and this makes you angry. Perhaps she is
not aware that you do not like it. The
situation may be addressed by simply
making her aware. You can also suggest
that she can give a hug or call you by
the pet name in privacy of your own home
and in family setting.
When your sibling irritates you (especially
the younger one) you get angry and bring
it all out on them or on things and get in
big trouble with your parents. What is
more, your sibling's mischievous smile
when you are being punished further rubs
it in. Sometimes the siblings may be
beyond 'let's talk it out' mode and parents
have little time to sort out small things.
What do you do then? Do not fall prey to
the siblings tricks or he/she will come out
winner all the time. Remember, the parents
will notice your anger but may not see the
cause-the needling by your sibling. Learn to
ignore and distract yourself elsewhere-go for
a walk, hit the gym to use up all the built up
'anger' energy.
2. Happenings or situations in our life:
Situations come in our life due to two
reasons–one, we create it and two, they
happen due to reasons beyond our control.
Here you have to learn 'change what you
can change or accept & manage what you
cannot change'. This mantra has helped me
in my life. Every time I find myself in difficult
situation,I assess, see if there is anything I
can do to change, else I accept it, manage it
and move on to the next thing in life.
Remember, it is not escapism. It is an
enlightened way of choosing our battles.
Example: Let us look at a situation that
you can control. You missed out on a
promised gift from parents because you
failed to achieve an agreed outcome. This
is no reason to get angry on them. It is
you who created this situation, so only you
can address it by trying to learn the reasons
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that resulted in you failing in your effort and
what can you do next time to succeed.
Now, let us look at another situation where
things may be beyond your control. Fights
between your parents, or a divorce can lead
to frustration, anger and sorrow. You may
also feel guilty if you think or made to think,
rightly or wrongly, you may have in some
way contributed to the situation. This is
something beyond your control. You cannot
do anything about it is best that you
accept and learn to manage it. Focus on
what you can do with your own life, what
life, than what you can or cannot do for
others.
3. Our internal conflicts and frustrations:
sometimes we get angry because we focus
on our weakness and sometimes because
we take up something which we cannot
handle.
Example: Many girls and boys come to me
complaining about their hair, skin colour,
features, height, weight issues on both sides
of the scale and so on. Can we change our
skin colour? No! We can only manage it with
some chemicals, the best would be to accept
it. If we learn that beauty comes from within,
it will reframe the situation for us. Can we
change our weight issues? You most
probably can. Here do not procrastinate.Take
action. Do what is required.
In today's competitive world, many of us may
get angry at our perceived lack of progress
or results. Comparing yourself with a high
achiever and feeling inadequate is not going
to achieve anything. Assess where YOU are
and focus on the immediate next ONE step.
Compete with yourself rather than competing
with others. Now that we have seen the
causes of anger and a few strategies to
manage it, we can plan to harness the
energy, in a positive manner.
So, anger can be a positive energy if we can
understand it and harness it
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Career Education: Debunking the myths
“Think not of yourself as the architect of your
career but as the sculptor. Expect to have to
do a lot of hard hammering and chiseling
and scraping and polishing.”~ BC Forbes
Forbes was actually right. The day we are
born, everyone from our parents to relatives
and friends get busy in shaping our career.
The eternal question of “Bade hoke
kyabanoge?” haunts you till you actually
grow up and take up some job or a path to it.
Have you ever wondered as an educator,
parent or a counselor as to what this
dreadful yet the most significant term.
“Career” is composed of? Let's decipher few
of the meaningful concepts in the everevolving landscape of “Career education”.
Career: is an occupation undertaken for a
significant period of a person's life and with
opportunities for progress.
An occupation:a person's usual or principal
work/business, especially as a means of
earning a living and is also called vocation.
For instance, her occupation is medicine.
A job: Is a piece of work or task done as part
of routine of one's occupation or for an
agreed price. He gave him the job of editing
the article.
Now that we know the intertwined concepts
of job, career and occupation; career
education can be best defined as an ongoing
process both in the school and community
which enable individuals to make wellinformed choices leading to success in
lifelong developmental patterns of learning,
living and working. It comprises of a
sequential progress of educational
experiences at every level and leads to
development of self-awareness, selfconcept, career awareness, exploration of
options, decision making and preparation in
one or more alternatives to achieve the
individual's career objective.
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education-industry Gap. The universities
are not training for what the fast-changing
industries require. Security and stability
comes when we choose a career which
makes us happy and facilitates growth
as an individual. Give me a name of a
famous engineer who has created or
innovated in India in last two decades.
No name will come to your mind simply
because they are doing jobs and nothing else
Like every aspect of our existence has some
myths attached to it so is career education
especially in India. Thus, it becomes of
paramount importance for us to debunk the
traditional, cultural, generational myths as
the world today is changing at a speed of
googol (10100). As a career expert, I have
come across many of them but here we shall
discuss the most common ones.
Myth 1: Science>Commerce>
Humanities
Yes! In the decreasing order of streams,
Science is always at the top of preference
and humanities at the end but as a matter of
fact, the world is ruled by the social scientists,
politicians, policy makers who are experts
from the humanities and not sciences.The
idea is not to demean any subject but to
understand the interwoven thread of these
subjects. As an educator, we must talk to the
students about how all subjects require
certain skills and training specific to them and
give them opportunities to explore through
the activities and projects in the curriculum.
Myth 2: Engineering +MBA brings
security.
Indicating a significant skill gap, over 80 per
cent of engineers in India remain
unemployable, as stated in the fifth edition of
National Employability Report 2015-16
conducted by job skills matching platform
Aspiring Minds. Similarly, the ASSOCHAM
report suggests that only 7% of MBA
graduates from Indian Business Schools
excluding those from the top 20 schools, get
a job straight after completing the course.
The reason for both statistics is the higher
www.pfla.in

Myth 3: Intelligence Quotient is high
only if you opt for careers like Engineering,
Medicine, IAS or Chartered Accountancy.

Wo r l d i s t a l k i n g a b o u t M u l t i p l e
Intelligences now because the IQ is
obsolete. Subjects like Mathematics,
History, Economics et al require different
set of skills and abilities. Similarly a career
in Economics is quite different from a
career in travel and tourism and we must
train our students to identify those unique
skills, habits, values that will help them in a
successful transition from education to
career. But there are certain skills that are
common to all occupations. One needs to
develop a complete personality, be
confident, have adequate coping
mechanism, decision making skills, be
equipped with emotional management,
have leadership qualities and is also well
informed in all the areas including sports,
current affairs, entertainment, politics,
literature, art etc. Subjects can be
mastered but the skills take time and
hence we must start early with the
experiences and opportunities.
Myth 4: Stream choice is directly
proportional to grade achieved.
While researching about when did the
compartmentalization of streams start, the
only clue I got was the British system of
education. While the world has moved on
with changes as per the need, we are still
stuck with the old age system of streams.
Rather than celebrating the uniqueness of
each individual, we categorize them as
humanities, commerce and sciences.
Have you ever observed that a student of
humanities needs to have excellent
13
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reading, vocabulary and comprehension
skills? Students who have difficulty in reading
would not be able to excel in this stream as
well. Similarly, a student with high logical and
analytical reasoning is an absolute fit fo
sciences but s/he must also be excellent inr
research skills to know how to innovate and
create. The irony is no one is talking abou
the importance of these attributes and thet
streams are allotted by the process o
f
elimination as per the grade.
Myth 5: Parents know what is good for
their children
It is true that parents have more experience
rather than knowledge of today's world of
work and there is no denying the fact that
they know their children better than anyone
else in terms of the habits, weaknesses and
strengths but one law is not applicable to all.
As a counsellor, I have dealt with the
students who have never shared their
dreams with parents because they are too
authoritative. Until we keep the channels of
communication open with our children, it's
impossible to understand their needs,
desires, aspirations and dreams.They must
either keep themselves updated about the
changing job market or take help of a career
expert to do so. Parents also need to ensure
that their children are given opportunities to
take decision which helps them develop their
own individuality and also develops
confidence to believe in them.Taking help of
psychometric testing from experienced
counsellors is also recommended while
making a career choice. In most cases it
confirms what the parents have seen in the
child over the years and also reveals the
special abilities that the child has and in
some it helps the parents accept what they

have been denying.
Myth 6: Career choice once made cannot
be changed.
Just take a look at your own career growth. Is
your career aligned well with your education
or you have tweaked it a little to make it more
www.pfla.in

suitable for your personal attributes.
Degrees, diplomas are the pathways to
Myth 7: My marksheet will determine my
employability.
With the rising grades in subjects like
English, Sociology etc and the cutoffs for
the central universities like Delhi University
reaching to 100%, this myth of scoring high
is definitely not easy to bust but that's just
one university out of 800+ more. No
research has been ever done about the
employability of the graduates from here.
Today, each profession is a little different.
Most employers focus on a well-rounded
individual who, in their eyes, has a higher
value than one with only good grades.
Employers may want their candidates to
have some work and volunteer
experience; outside interests and
activities; personal, professional, and
academic references; leadership qualities;
communication and interpersonal skills;
and good character.
Myth 8: Once I choose a career, I'm
stuck with it for life.
Approximately lakhs of engineers are
pursuing MBAs and taking the roles in
management or administration or CEOs.
Artists today are not only about just
painting or creating artifacts but they must
know how to network and market their
products and services and in the process
they change their roles from being an artist
to managing consortiums or panels. Who
would havethought of a management
degree in social media a decade ago? But
the career world is ever evolving and
transforms every year with new job titles
pouring in and few are actually created
simply to recognize the efforts of an
individual.
With over 20,000+ career possibilities, it
would be unrealistic to think that only one
would be the right choice for you. The
average adult doesn't settle on a career
Since we are engineers/doctors/ IAS etc,
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until sometime in his/her 30's. Your interests,
values, abilities, and aspirations may be
different at ages 25, 35, 45 and beyond. If so,
you change or modify your career
accordingly. Changing careers is only a
problem if you think it is a problem.
Myth 9: Genetic or affinity career choices
our children must also follow the same as
they are genetically fit to be one or my friend
is happy and successful in one profession so
I will also be. Do you also think the same
way? I am afraid, there is no study to back
you up on these. Everyone is different and
what works for one person won't necessarily
work for another, even if that other person is
someone with whom you have a lot in
common. If someone you know has a career
that interests you, look into it, but be aware of
the fact that it may not necessarily be a good
fit for you. The concept of “job shadowing” is
a very new one but very relevant to know
about how a certain professional's work
goes in a day or more.
Myth 10: I can't make a living from my hobby

According to Career coach Phyllis Mufson,
“A hobby you really enjoy can be an

important
part of choosing a career
because your hobby is a window into what
you love and value and do most naturally,
which are all important components of a
career where you'll flourish.”When
choosing a career, it makes perfect sense
to choose one that is related to what you
enjoy doing in your spare time. In addition
people tend to become very skilled in their
hobbies, even though most of the skill is
gained informally. If you love what you are
doing, you wil l not be working a day and
most important you never will want to
retire. There is no harm getting paid for
what you like throughout your lifetime. But
before you jump into it, ensure that you
have a complete plan and funds to do so.
The challenge today is not about how to
start but how to sustain and equip
yourself with adequate skills to pursue
your passion as a career.
To sum it up, career today is equivalent to
inner happiness. People work for years,
live and build an environment around it so
ensure that you are letting your
child/student to explore this path and
make a wise decision.

For details, please contact : 9902570561 / 080 41474941
www.pfla.in / info@pfla.in
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Students Behaviour-A big challenge for Teachers
The world we live in today has technology
and human interaction congenitally related.
This has re-shaped our social behavior,
indeed. And yet, the effect of such a
massive revolution needs to be checked in
case of children's behavior pattern in
schools. Schooling is a platform that
develops a student's personality. India
supports the principle of freedom of
expression for both instructors and students.
It respects the rights of instructors to teach
and students to learn. Maintenance of these
rights needs classroom conditions that do
not hinder their exercises. Usually students
exhibit different behaviors. Positive
behaviors from students are most
prominently developed and are widely
supported through relationship-based
classroom practices, and through clearly
communicated behavioral expectations.
Some student's exhibit challenging behavior
and those require additional support and
interventions to address their behavior and
to develop those into positive behaviors.
Some of the best known examples of
challenging behavior are shyness, staring,
anxiety, school phobia, calling out in class,
swearing, screaming, shouting, banging
heads, kicking, biting, punching, pinching,
fighting, running away, or smashing articles.
There are many potential influences as to
why a student behaves negatively and there
are many factors to be considered,
otherwise can lead to behavior that is
challenging for schools to deal with. The
main causes are a result of various other
factors such as medical conditions, trauma
or disabilities. It may also be due to lack of
social skills or depression. Some social
causes including where a student's problem
behavior has been learned through
consequences or adaptation to social
practices. For example, a student knows
that she/he will be thrown out of the class of
she misbehaves and that is the reason, a
student with learning disability misbehaves
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NMAMIT, Nitte, Mangalore.
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to escape learning.
We can therefore infer that, in many cases,
there is no single “cause” of challenging
behavior, but it is the result of several
factors operating in combination.
Over the last ten years, pupil's behavior is a
serious problem for a lot of schools around
the world. Indeed, according to the statistics
the level of school workers compliances on
the pupil's behavior have increased
significantly. Students spend majority of their
times in schools and it has proved that
school has an undeniable effect on making
days even children have many sources to
gain information such as Television, DVDs,
internet etc. In case they are not too old
enough to differentiate between good and
bad stuff, then they will end up imitating
everything they see. Children always
behave in a way that gratifies their needs.
And therefore their main focus will always
be on how to draw others attention towards
them. Indeed, their crave for “more frame”
will result in misbehavior and notorious acts.
Children's needs are primarily satisfied by
their parents and hence their main focus will
always be on how to draw their parents'
attention towards them. However in parallel,
16
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they would also want to be noticed among
peers in their schools leading to misbehavior
or defiance. Consider this instance: It was in
my fifth grade and the third week of our
school. It was our teacher's first year of
teaching. Combined with the teacher's in
experience was a student Rose with an
undiagnosed mental illness. The scene
happened right after the morning prayers.
This girl, Rose, was coloring the sketch of a
sunset with some color pencils when the
teacher told her it was time to put them
away and start concentrating on the lessons.
When Rose refused to do so, the teacher
tried to take them all. Rose jumped back
and started flailing about. The teacher
attempted to restrain her and Rose bit her
on her wrist. Blood starting streaming from
the teacher's wrist and it took the Principal
and two other teachers to get Rose to let go
of her pencils. The teacher ended up
quitting the job and Rose was transferred to
a special school after she was diagnosed
with a disorder.
We got to note here that, everybody in the
classroom has a story that leads to
misbehavior. Nine times out of ten, the story
behind the misbehavior won't make you
angry. It will break your heart.
Triggers are actions or events that play a
vital role in prompting particular behaviors.
Triggers can be used deliberately by
teachers to engender correct student
behavior. A particular action or event might
act as a trigger for challenging students or it
may not. That depends on each student and
the environmental settings in which the action
is supposed to take place. The same
instruction by the instructor will produce very
different behavior if shouted in a large and
noisy classroom rather than making in a
calm voice to a small and attentive group of
students. The crucial element in response to
any student's behavior would be identifying
those triggers for that particular student.
When such triggers are well identified, the

teachers and other staff are then able to
more easily avoid using these and also they
can start developing and using some other
triggers to elicit positive behavior.
In conclusion, there is no particular reason
which has ruined the study environment and
the student's behavior at schools in almost
all countries. Each student who misbehaves
has his/her own story. There is one simple
way to connect with all these challenging
students. According to “The Two-Minute
Relationship Builder” from the July issue of
Education Update- The teacher has to
spend two minutes a day for about ten days
having a personal conversation with the
challenging student. To talk about every
topic that interests them but keeping
discipline and academics off the table. When
we become closer with children who used to
drive us absolutely crazy and begin to
understand why they're acting the way they
are our attitude changes. I am still a student,
but each one of us is a teacher in one way
or the other. “Taare Zameen Par” a
remarking movie showed me that everyone
here deserves a chance at life despite all the
odds they face. I wanted to see the
difference in the world. For me, the movie
still serves as an impetus to assist others
and to always make an effort to understand
every being. I feel the best when I am able
to give my pals a cheerful day, or at the
least a cheerful moment. After all,
combination of all steps from parents, school
authorities, students, teachers and the
government should be taken to address
this pressing issue.
Every child has his own way of learning and
understanding things. Also, academic record
is not the only parameter to judge one's
ability and performance.
The big question today is:
Are we as parents, teachers and society
failing to understand the challenging
behavior of the students due to the race for
cut throat competition?
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Kids and Innovation
Last month I was attending an innovation
workshop with a team of Sr. Leaders of a fortune
500 company. Out of the blue the facilitator
asked us to get up, leave our chairs and go out
in groups and create an innovative door bell.
The mid forty group did not expect that! We
walked out of the comfort of the ball room of the
hotel with knotted brows.
As we went out in the lobby we met a team of
kids who were there to attend a marriage party
in the evening. They were very excited to see us
with note pads and pen.
Are you guys here to study?
The facilitator found these bunch of kids
interesting and asked if they will love to join.
They exclaimed together and nodded excitedly.
So in the next five minutes we had them doing
the same assignment.
When we sat grumpily thinking what is that
world class doorbell we should propose with all
our first hand engineering experiences – the
bunch of kids started interviewing random
people in the hotels asking – Why do you need a
door bell? While one of them asked questions
the others notes them down in a small note pad
and another recorded every information in a
phone recorder.
Within next one hour when the team of 40 plus
age group could not think of presenting anything
beyond a round doorbell with not much features
that we already have; the kid's team came up
with a prototype of a wearable doorbell where
you can talk, screen and see the person outside
the door – with automatic police helpdesk
dialing in case of burglary.
That was a tremendous learning for us that day!
We realized that innovation which is the main
key business driver of the new age comes from
the enthusiasm of the kids.
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The facilitator highlighted to us –
Innovation process is nothing but what
these kids did today.
They interviewed the end user – and
gathered customer pain points and
expectation before creating the
prototype. And don't forget the attitude
they had. They took it as a big game.
They exhibited, curiosity, excitement,
fearlessness and extreme enthusiasm.
It was a tremendous learning for us on
that day looking at the kids in action.
So as educators we will have to be very
mindful that we don't kill the natural
innovative instinct of a child by driving
bookish knowledge. We need to create
an environment of Fun, Play and throw
them in a challenging environment so
that they can learn creatively. Let them
come out with their best performance
with a fearless mind and natural
excitement to innovate. They are the
future torch bearers.
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Leadership- a Term made Simple
Leadership is a buzz word. It is here,
there and everywhere around us. In offices,
great professionals are encouraged to be
“good leaders” and so are the bosses who
run their companies. Even if we step into a
small classroom, we will hear the History
Teacher talking about the wonderful laurels
that Freedom fighters like Gandhi and
Gokhale achieved with their awe inspiring
sacrifices for the nation and their devotion to
“Azadi”, a national cause. How many times
do we actually sit down to think about why are
these leaders so popular while also
identifying the small/big leaders around us?
Even more popular than the word Leadership
is the term 'leadership skills'. Today, it is more
than just a narrow pre-requisite to a job, or a
minor requirement for large social setups like
family, associations etc. Leadership has
emerged as one of the most primary
st
21
century
skills,
a
mandate
absolutely necessary in every child studying
in every school across the Globe today,
to embrace the ever changing world
around us, a world where people are
becoming better every day at
communication, articulation, self belief and
identifying newer achievements constantly
along with the need to impact life in a better
way.
At hindsight, do we ever wonder why is
Leadership considered to be so important?
Great Leaders have mass followers. What
makes another ordinary individual like us
having a perfectly ordinary life so attractive
and more promising than the rest?
The truth is that there is no space for people
in our midst today, who do not want to
accept responsibilities and pro-actively
influence all setups with more positivity,
awareness and consciousness. So as the
bright young minds of India, all set out to
conquer the world; what do we do to become
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the leaders that we read about, the leaders
who inspire us in quantum and the leaders
who with their qualities have together
changed the face of the world in more
ways than one?
So first, we need to understand who is a
leader. Not everyone with a mass following
is a good leader. For example- who would
you prefer to call a Leader? Hitler, who
wrecked the lives of millions of Jews with
his recklessness and uncontrolled power?
Or, the quiet little Anne Frank who silently
won the hearts of all her readers, in her
painful little quiet prison, with her message
of peace and resilience to the world in her
autobiography? Hence, Leadership is
powerful not loud.
Second, are all leaders famous? Well, the
answer to that is no. There are writers and
activists who have stirred powerful
awakenings and movements across everywhere just with the might of their pens.
There are also people like Kailash
Satyarthi who gave their entire lives to the
eradication of Social Evils like Child Labour
and were undiscovered until they won a
19
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Nobel Prize or another coveted Global
Award for Peace. Hence, Leadership is
impactful, not just popular.
Three, a significant question often asked
by many young minds to us; how old does
one need to be for becoming a leader?
The answer is actually in our favour. It
does not take too many cells to become a
leader. It is true that with age come
experience, maturity and balance; all of
which are required to be a person of force
a n d i m p a c t f u l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y.
But it has also been widely seen and
discussed in recent times that young
minds can be more receptive and
observant to the needs of the people
around us. They are quicker at initiating
with proactiveness besides also being
headfast in implementation. They do not
let ideologies disturb the natural course of
action unlike most adults. Hence the youth
has been seen of late to be more vocal
about change. Children also are pallier to
change than adults. Hence Leadership
is not about quantity but quality. Many
powerful movements across the world
have been stirred by little hands and feet
like you who saw an epiphany unfold; it is
not always true that all adults are
responsible. Also, sometimes it is the
grown up who creates more trouble in
the world with all his common sense and
consciousness. Hence, the children
stepped into the shoes of the adults to
unleash change with their leadership. For
example- Design for Change, a powerful
Global movement started by children to
change little and large things with their
leadership.
But the most important question that we will
find an answer to now is, what are those
few leadership qualities which make a good
leader? There are various materials
available online which can give us a really
good idea on how can we hone our skills
to be good leaders tomorrow. But for now,
www.pfla.in

this small summary that can help us
understand leaders and their leadership
better.
1. A good leader is trustworthy- A few
people foster this belief that leaders are
the ones to order around and relax. This is
a shunned myth. Leaders are those who
walk the talk. They contribute and work
towards reaching a goal as much as they
encourage others for the same. True
authority comes only with trust, while trust
comes only when you see someone 'do as
t h e y
p r e a c h ’ .
2. A good leader is passionate- There is a
cause, atleast one which she/he cares
about the most and is extremely passionate
about. It could be anything ranging from
small to big, cleaning a colony, banning
plastic, stopping drug abuse, preventing child
labour or even ensuring that every child in
a village goes to school. A leader is a
motivator, a source of inspiration for
everyone. He brings everyone's attention to
the problems around them and what can be
done for the same.
3. A good leader is confident- A good
leader cannot be complete if she/he cannot
influence the people around them with
their confident personality. Confidence is
not just about how s/he talks or walks but
it is the belief system and the values which
he holds close. Confidence wins
confidence. Only a leader who is confident
can win the faith of the masses and nobody
wants to follow a person who is weak,
unsure and unclear of their goals.
4. A good leader is organised and keeps
the goal at fore front- Planning is a skill
that does not require a lot of hardship but
most people around us do not plan well.
A good leader is well planned, systematic
and organised in their ideas as well as
their implementation. They are not
haphazard and disoriented. They do not
get distracted from their goals and move
steadily towards achieving it.
20
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5. A good leader is calm and committed-

Not losing cool and keeping a control on
emotions is one of the most important traits
in a leader. When there are people, there
are emotions and sometimes things run a
little out of control. But no matter what
happens a leader cannot get excitable,
angry or out of control. S/he has the
responsibility of always being composed
and balanced, while also keeping others
i n
l i n e .

excellence and absolute success of their
goal, however small or big it might be.
Most people dream big but leaders have
the courage and the vision to make it big.
This article is mostly for the youth,
students and teachers who are in a position
of major responsibility and change. Nobody
is a born leader but with passion,
awareness and perseverance we can all
make changes in the world. So where are
you going to start?

6.The ultimate pursuit to success-

The only goal of a leader is consistent

LAUNCHING SOON
LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
FOR STUDENTS
&
TEACHERS
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Critical Thinking
Recently, I visited a museum in Washington
DC; I was intrigued by the variety of artifacts
and historical passages describe on each
corridor of the museum. During my visit, I
inadvertently started to pay attention to
family's interactions, specifically the
introduction of vocabulary and context.
Phrases like “Dad, that figure is very realistic”
(from a 3 yrs. old), a young mother describing
the changes on the solar system to a 2 yr. old,
and a grandparent comparing and
contrasting the parts and function of a
battleship to a 4 yrs. old. These interactions
sprouted in me a deep reflection in regards
the amount of missing opportunities I had as
a parent, and continue to have as an
educator.The window of opportunity
presented during the children's first 5 years
of life is an accelerated grow of a
neurological web that as parents and
educators must intentionally cherish.
Numerous studies had emphasized the
importance of building vocabulary, as well as
retention of information and application in
context. This system is interconnected to
cognitive development and critical thinking,
furthermore, in order to be able to solve
problems, apply solutions, work in
cooperation, be an innovative and creative
thinker, vocabulary and application in
st
context are imperative skills to the 21
century learner.
According to the Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development (ASCD)
Research shows a strong relationship
between vocabulary size and reading
comprehension level; moreover, that
relationship grows stronger as students'
progress through school (Snow, Porche,
Tabors, & Harris, 2007). Because students
who know many words can comprehend
what they read, they continue to increase
their vocabularies and content knowledge
through reading. The opposite holds true for
www.pfla.in
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Creating
Evaluating
Analyzing
Applying
Understandig
Remembering

“Do not indoctorinate
your children. Teach
them how to think for
themselves, how to
evaluate evidence and
how to disagree with
you.”
_Richard Dawkind
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students with limited vocabularies, especially
English language learners.
(Blachowicz, Fisher, Ogle, & Watts-Taffe, 2006).
Building vocabulary is difficult, because it is
not only about a list of words, but it is about
context and application, which are essential
parts of critical thinking. What is critical
thinking? “ Critical thinking comprises a
number of different skills that help us learn
to make decisions. It is the ability to evaluate

information to determine whether it is right or
wrong. To think critically about an issue or a
problem means to be open-minded and
consider alternative ways of looking at
solutions” roots of action.com
In order to support language development
and critical thinking in young children,
intentionality must be part of the planning of
activities and implementation of strategies at
school and home.
Here are some strategies:
1. Use every day activities to pose questions
that encourage children to think. Questions
are important to stimulate the thought
process. Read story books with the child,
pausing to ask questions such as, “What do
we understand from this word?” “How does
this make you feel?” “
“Why do we think the girl did that?” “Was that
the right thing to do?” “What could she have
done instead?” and “What do we think will
happen next?” Open ended questions are
better for enhancing critical thinking then a
multiple choice question because we limit
the thinking process of a child.
2. Help children learn reasoning skills in
everyday activities. For example, if your
www.pfla.in

child refuses to go to bed at a particular
time, help him to reason out why it is
important by asking, “What happens
when…” types of questions. Encourage
him to suggest alternatives and discuss
whether or not they will work.
3. Have your child join activclasses to hone
her skills in art, craft, music or sports.
Creativity and critical thinking are closely
associated with each other. Encourage her
to try different ways of expressing her
creat i vity.
4. Experiences —Connect the story with
your child's knowledge and experiences
When you relate what you're reading to
something your child already knows or has
already experienced, you help her better
understand the characters' perspectives
and why they think and act the way they do.

5. Explain —Why things happen It's
important for your child to understand not
only what is happening in a story, but why
it's happening. This builds her
understanding of cause-and-effect, as well
as her understanding of what motivates
the characters in the book.
6. Problem-solve — How to solve the
problem in the bookTo understand a story,
your child needs to understand the
problem that must be solved. Recognizing
the problem and thinking of possible
solutions builds the problem-solving skills
she'll need later when analyzing texts on
her own.
7. Predict —What will happen in the
futureA good reader uses her knowledge
and experience to predict what will happen
in a story. Children who are encouraged to
predict what will happen next get into the
habit of searching for meaning, which is
really what reading is all about.
“Do not indoctrinate your children. Teach
them how to think for themselves, how to
evaluate evidence, and how to disagree
with you.
”
― Richard Dawkins,
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To equip individuals with advanced tools,

From : Rajashree Kesavan
[mailto:rajashree.iyengar@gmail.com]
Sent : 09 June 2016 21:27
To
: Nalina Murthy
Subject: My Testimony for the Language
Development Workshop.
Dear Nalina ma'am
Among many many wonderful things that you do,
I'm very delighted to be able to write about one.
I would like to thank you first of all, for having
given me the opportunity to be on the" Advanced
Language Development Workshop".
Experience: wonderful, exciting and intriguing.
Learning: practically everything there is to learn
in 'Language Development' was taught. Not only
did I learn new and valuable information, I also
revisited and corrected previous knowledge.
I have been longing for a session like this to have
a meaningful and orderly understanding of early
language development,which has been addressed
spot on. That is because, I have got the
knowledge, techniques and methods plus the
satisfaction of the wait for such a session
completely worthwhile.
Will I tell my friends? - I would be crazy not to...
I would be selfish if I didn't urge all my friends
to participate in this session.
Trainer: I'm almost going to begin worshipping
her for all the expertise and insight. She has it all
and shares it all.
PFLA: I have known Nalina ma'am to be text
book correct in everything. I could not have
thought someone else could be better, except that
I found Mr. Murthy to be double the excellent
person that I had known so far. I really wish that
I could write a very precise and definitive note to
define my experience with you except of course
that my experience was very vast and versatile.
I am very very pleased and absolutely awestruck
at the efficiency with which you have conducted
the session.
Thank you very much for your goodwill and I
love the certificate.
Thanks and warm regards,
Rajashree Kesavan

www.pfla.in
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From : Krithika Krishnan
Sent : Wednesday, December 30, 2015
9:18 AM
To
: ittcpflaglobal@pfla.in
Subject: testimonial
Dear Varada sir and Nalina madam
A Good teacher can inspire hope, ignite the
imagination, and instill the love of learning.
That's what I exactly found in both of you.
Both of you are my favorite mentors who
have instilled hope and confidence in me. The
entire module of ITTC was very interesting
with lots of activities and we enjoyed each and
every class. There was lots of learning and fun.
Thanks a lot for preparing the module which is
of great help for upcoming teachers. We
enjoyed all the group activities and interacted
with our friends, exchanged our thoughts
which also gave us a platform to bring out our
hidden talents.
I was totally confused when I thought about
taking up a teachers training course, but today
I feel happy that I came across an excellent
Institute PFLA, which has given me the
motivation to become a good teacher and
achieve my dreams. Thanks a lot for the
support and guidance you gave us. This
memorable experience of PFLA will remain in
my heart all through my life.
I would also like to thank Gayatri madam and
Subramanya sir for all the help they rendered
towards us. I thank all my friends for all the
help and the fun we all had together which
will cherish in my heart forever. I feel happy
that I completed teacher training program from

From: Chandni Thakur................

Sent: Sunday, March 08, 2015 10:36 PM
To: varada.murthy@pfhrcgroup.com
Subject: Testimonial - Chandni
The Program was excellently crafted for
today's need. It has immensely helped
me in my Job as a teacher and with
the help from the experts over there,
they have transformed me into an
effective teacher.....................................
With Regards..........................................
Chandni Jha..........................
From: Aparna T.R [mailto:aparna.tr@treamis.org]
Sent : Monday, September 07, 2015 12:33 PM
To: subramanyakc@pfhrcgroup.com
Subject: Feedback of Speech competition
Dear Team PFLA,
Congratulations for the grand success of Speech
competition held on 29th August 2015. It was a
great experience to be a part of this event. It was
indeed a great exposure for our students.
The preliminary training provided for the students
was very informative and helped our students to
gain their confidence.
The event was well organised- great job team!
Regards
Aparna.T.R
TREAMIS WORLD SCHOOL

People First.
Thanks a lot and all the best PFLA team
Krithika
ITTC BTM Batch

www.pfla.in
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ITTC Graduation & Leadership Seminar - June 2016

Srinivasan Ranganathan at the
School Leadership Seminar

Dr. Meena Jain, addressed on
“Child Safety & Security”

ITTC Graduates

School Leadership Seminar
www.pfla.in

ITTC Participants Graduated
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ITTC Graduation

PFLA Franchisee Centers
ITTC is now availablein Mysuru

ITTC now available in Mysuru

New Pre-School at Sarjapur Road

NM with one of our students turned
Entrepreneur, Deepika Suresh

www.pfla.in

ITTC is now available in B’luru North
Jalahalli Cross

PFLA Team

Bhavani Ma’am addressing students
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Speech Contest

Language Development Program - 2016
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Leadership

Advanced LDP

Montessori Demo by
Dr. Deepa Ravichandran
www.pfla.in
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